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Macklin: The Age of Opinion: The New Blind

COIllIllent and Review

The Age of Opinion: The New Bhnd

F. Anthony Macklin
In an age teeming with complexities and predicaments, modern society has found its
answers in opinions. This essay is a consideration of the false voice of opinion, a voice
based upon style and enunciated by simplistic youth. Opinion has freed man from his
inadequacies; he need not be informed; now he need only have a reflex and a voice.
Opinion polls have sprung up everywhere. Is Japan a fIrm ally? America runs to its phones
to be counted. 67% of uninformed people think one thing; 33% of uninformed people
think another. Television and radio editorialists leap in with their dull and often pious
statements on any topic. Talk shows like Bill Burcher's in Philadelphia ask "may we have
your opinion?" and the blather is on. Everyone is deemed fIt by the media to render a
judgment on anything. One need not be knowledgeable; he need not be consistent ; he
need only speak out.
Renata Adler, in the New York Times, recently protested the effects of opinion. Sh e
wrote, " There is probably no more unedifying and, in many ways, valueless kind of
communication than everyone's always expressing opinions about everything. Not ideas,
or feelings, or information - but opinions, which amount to little more than a long,
unsubstantiated yes or no on every issue ... Since nothing more than endorsement or
rejection is involved, arguments are reduced to a kind of de facto sarcasm, insult
controversy, the unbacked scornful remark .... "
Miss Adler points out the valuelessness of opinion and suggests that feeling is absent;
but in the younger generation it is the very power of righteous feeling which has made
opinion so dominant and fraudulent today . We are offered new generalities, new cliches, a
new morality. The great proponents of the new morality are the young. To be young is to
be committed. Committed to what? Peace, morality, and involvement. But the
involvement is esoteric, protected by one's living in a microcosm and sending out moral
bulletins to the macrocosm beyond one's span of experience. Experience warns (though
even it is an uncertain teacher); it halts crusades ; it worries one down to the small but
substantial and possible accomplishment. Experience is facts, but facts are 'too small in
the thunder of the general. Commitment has become an end in itself.
The way to "morality" is popularity through style. This is the horror. He who has
style is good; he who doesn 't have style is evil. In the April issue of Harper 's Larry L.
King attacks the President in a surprisingly vitriolic manner for that magazine. Even
Harper's seems to see the need to turn to a dose of contemporary "style." What could be
said of the President, King asks rhetorically. "That people didn't trust him, that he was a
bully and a manic-depressive and sometimes a liar? That he had known much more
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ambition than history, that his subjects had grown so weary of their great, vain cowboy
king (and the pouchy little eyes above the pinched, pious judge's mouth ... how absurd
to have a hog-calling arm-waver in the Presidency when mankind's teeth are on edge .... "
King's answer is style: "Style (roughly meaning a manner of doing things, a pattern of
conduct, an attitude) is directly related to imagery or to the creation of certain graceful
illusions." King wants illusions which he can accept, which give him personal comfort.
King does not want to think of the legislative failures which were eroding Kennedy's style
at the time of his death; he wants a return to "something." He writes: "We needed
something. Kennedy gave it to us. Call it a sense of style. Suddenly America might be
believed again .... Do they not see in a time ... when we have lost faith in the old virtues
and do not yet fully trust the new, that only someone with a sense of Style can reach
us?"
Modern man is losing his ability to deal with complexity (if indeed he ever had that
ability). He has made knowledge inferior to generalized sincerity, honesty, virtue,
morality - in a word, style. He has rejected the man grappling with the predicament for
the one stating simplistic answers. Style is king; substance is foolishness. People simply
don't know the facts and their many aspects. But there is no guilt; instead there is a
superiority borne out of one's honest, sincere attempts to have enough opinions, to stand
against the predicament. Facts are to be mistrusted; they don't provide answers; they
only provide confusion.
In a culture which has always prided itself on the slogan "you can't judge a book by its
cover," it is one of a trillion ironies, that style rules. What we have done is to assume that
style equals grace (in the spiritual and humanistic senses). This circumvents the hypocrisy
and allows us the unqualified benefits of beauty.
John Kennedy had style (but failure to get his programs through congress). Mrs.
Kennedy has style (though Norman Mailer suggested it had its fraudulence), so much
style that she, who would seem to be one of the most satirizable figures in public life, was
the one pertinent figure not included in Barbara Garson's devastatingly humorous
Macbird. Style excludes one from critical judgment. The more style one has, the less
productiveness should be demanded of him or her.
Today we have a man in public life in the tradition of Mrs. Kennedy; he is a public
beauty (of spirit) whose self-confessed morality has built him a legion. The man is Eugene
McCarthy, who uses the media and campuses to elate his followers with his virtue. "We
need a new morality," he says, and he offers himself to the covers of Time and
Newsweek. I am the man who will bring it, he decrees. How? the doubter in the audience
asks. "We must educate the people" is the hero's reply. How? the doubter asks. "We must
have a new morality," is again the answer. And, the audience seems not to wince or
wonder for a moment. The question is forgotten in the accolades for the new morality
floating somewhere in the air about their leader's fine head.
McCarthy is not the only practicioner of the new morality; almost all winning
politicians employ it, as they employ their polls. It is ironic that McCarthy continually
has been called courageous when everyone in the country could read the
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anti-administration feeling rampant against a war not easily won, a surtax being
considered (people will vote against anything that costs them more money despite what
affluence they may have accrued). That McCarthy exploited the feelings may be valuable,
but it was not, as the media and the colleges have chorused, courageous. The act was
pruned and polished into a switch which was used to whip up hot enthusiasm and often
simple-minded abuse.
That the President faced the attacks on housing when he has done more for housing
than any man in history is incredible. But no one stops the attacks (they are fun and
fervent; they are shared with many other like-minded celebrants); instead they are seized
with relish. What is ignored is that it is more courageous to stand in opposition to all sides
(to stand alone), and the President did not give into the hawks or the doves enough to
gain favor from either. What is seldom recognized is the delicate evolutionary nature of
history which allows an action today that was not appropriate one month before. The
President was isolated trying to sustain the situation until events shifted enough to make
decisive action possible.
That the President sought a mandate is not peculiar, but this man who wanted to be
right, and wanted to be thought right by his people, was considered pompous and
outrageous in his desire to be justified, to be respected. He was accused of having
collosal pretension in his desire to communicate deeply with his country. The President
lacks style; we always question his motives; we never march a step behind him on the
impetus of style. Neither would he be able to lead blind crusades. It is one of the ironic
blessings that a man without style will not be given unquestioned support.
At times the President even made appointments beyond the censure of the opposition,
those waiting for a commitment to which they could react by leaping immediately to the
other side. Clark Clifford was one. But if one were to ask the new youth who the
Secretary of Defense is, few would know; fewer would know that his appointment was
received affIrmatively by almost all sides of our fractured political society.
Others have had answers, but they always come out sounding like this: "My position
on Vietnam is very simple ... I feel that our concept as a nation, and that our actions,
have not kept pace with the changing conditions. And, therefore, our actions are not
completely relevant to the realities of the magnitude and the complexity of the problems
that we face in this conflict." When asked what this meant, the speaker responded, "Just
what I said." It was spoken by Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, but might have been said by any
of the politicians scrambling with energetic caution for public offIce.
ACT, be involved, be committed (to something) is the yowl of every campus
revolutionary. He pins on his message to the world (times were easier when the button
was at the center of one's belly, but its consideration was too private an act). It is a
message that can be contained on a button - simplified, one dimensional, microcosmic.
The young are involving themselves, but how thoughtfully? One type of younl!: teacher
announces, "I'm going to work for McCarthy." When asked what McCarthy's position on
the surtax was in New Hampshire, he replies, "I don't know." But, on the McCarthy wave
rolls. Was the vote a vote for peace, a vote against the tax, a vote against the incumbent?
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William Buckley has remarked that many of the voters in New Hampshire did not even
know McCarthy was a peace candidate. But his supporters know where they stand. They
are committed. Surtax or no surtax , economics or not, pragmatics or not, platform or
not, they are committed.
They will romp. One such crusader wrote recently in The New Leader that one of his
fellows had complained because he had to cut his hair to be more presentable as a
McCarthy warrior; " Yet like most of us, he agreed in the end that our sacrifices seemed
worthwhile. " They give into pragmatics on the level of a haircut, but they are ignorant to
the other more basic and essential sacrifices and compromises needed to effect one's ends.
Ironically, the young truth-seekers complain about having to cut their hair, but they see
their action as " sacrifice" not hypocrisy. They have rejected the noxious " my country
right or wrong" for the more intriguing concept - my principle right or wrong, my
principle. The individual thoughtful flower child is now lost in the mob - the mob who
hand out flowers. They do not grow them or nurture them; they just pick them and use
ili~

.

The New Leader writer wrote of the reaction to the McCarthy victory in New
Hampshire : " Optimism gave way to elation as the tallies came in , and we shouted
ourselves hoarse and drank ourselves sick ... On to Wisconsin , baby!" Dumb and blind,
they marched on. It is strange that the new youth, that sees such honor in itself, is as
cruel as youth has always been, perhaps more so. Anyone who has attended a college
event in a big city has seen the vast destruction of the ineluctable youth. The New Politics
convention in Chicago is one example.
The new youth has celebrated himself through style and opinion; this has effected the
trial of the expert. It used to be that television was the expert's worst victimizer. Anyone
who had expertise was shown to be a fool, and the Beverly Hillbillies, Walter Brennan in
any role, or Red Skelton's boob would promptly correct things through some kind of
intuitive goodness. Today the attitude that views the expert as wrong, the uninformed as
right has become even more universal. Much of this downfall has come from within. The
experts have been wrong consistently (anyone who goes to a doctor or tries to get his car
repaired knows this). But the fact that there are many incompetents does not justify the
release of responsibility to the uninformed or the vaguely informed.
Many of the new professors scrambling for popularity and identity have assumed the
mantle (and button) of anti-intellectual revolution. The slogan is, I don't care how you are
committed, just BE COMMITTED. Many of the easy liberals, those committed up to the
point of independent judgment and action, at which point their commitment wanes, are
plunging down to the level of their students' generalizations. One type of professor gives
no tests and makes no demands other than a project. He suggests that the project be to
reVIew Fulbright's Arrogance of Power. Education has become an atmosphere , to be
soaked up, at whatever soaking rate one has. A trip to the coffee house, a gaggle of
effects, the association of reflexes: this is what education is in the revolution .
The call to arms is ignorance (you may sweeten it by calling it humility or honesty) . A
writer in Film Society Review (a film study tract) recently wrote that one teacher "has
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the right kind of humility - he admits his students know more than he." But what
demanding teachers find out to their regret is how seldom if ever the student knows more
than he does. But why should the student? The expert has devoted his life to an area,
studying, experiencing, living in that area. The writer in FSR didn't stop with his
ignorance is bliss theory (we are all ignorant together ; see how noble and human we are;
let's band together and mock knowledge). He has to have it both ways - he quotes his
expert, Herbert Read on "the three activities for art." He employs his expert and disposes
of the expertise of others.
If the teacher finds that his students know more than he does in his field then he has
not developed his experience, his ability, his vision and critical perspective. The men tor
often surrenders his skill and flounders looking for acceptance on the terms of his
audience, the milling group he is supposed to lead, but those of us who honor art know
that great art seldom surrenders to the terms of the audience (nor does sensitive, human
thought). The artist makes demands of the individual who is going to comprehend the
values in his work; he forces him beyond the limits of the individual 's present terms. That
is why many of us live with a book, why we read it again and again, trying to translate its
terms, trying to learn the language. The new youth 's language is a language of cliches.
Most damn the artist or politician (if he be serious and frank) and try to ruin his work. It
doesn't deserve to be understood by us, they say. It isn't our language . Norman
Podhoretz's statement about the writers for the New York Review of Books is a banner
for criticism of the age, " ... a book is assumed to be guilty until it proves itself
innocent." Many of the writers for the New York Review revel in accusations of guilt,
as do most of the new youth.
One writer who has stood against the stylish plunderings of the new youth is John
Simon. In his recent book Private Screenings, Simon has accused the youthful devotees of
film, the followers of French film director Jean Luc Godard, of blindness. " ... to the
movies went flocking a curious coalition of disaffected intellectual drifters, neurotic
young women, homosexuals in search of 'camp,' young people too lazy to read or to go
to art galleries and concerts, gadgeteers to whom a 16 mm. camera presented itself as a
passport to Parnassus - an intellectual demimonde that recognized film as potentially the
most energetic art form of our time, but that by its cynicism, pathology, immaturity, or
lack of cultivation was hardly in the position to recognize real art when confronted with
it. . . . An artificial hierarchy had to be invented, some kind of aristocracy had to be
contrived to enable at least some of the damned to feel superior. Given the nature of the
shrine and most of its ministrants, affectations, curlicues, gimmicks - whatever
falsifications of psycholgy , philosophy or history could elbow reality a little farther back
- were greeted with especial rapture ... because Godard puts so much brute sight and
sound into his films, he gives the new blind, the new deaf their only seeing and hearing.
And that, I submit, is truly dreadful."
Simon emphasizes the need for the script (the text) in films, and he relates that for
Godard "literature" is "the great dirty word. " For most of the new blind, literature is
suspect; they ignore its ramifications. They may toy with it (McCarthy reads walt
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Whitman at the conclusion of a tv campaign advertisement); but they do not submit to its
demands. They do not recognize that literature can be a great revealer in the face of
today's dilemmas. One of the most relevant books for today is Herman Melville's Billy
Budd; no one who has read this carefully should be able to dismiss the haunting dilemma
that Melville proposes for Vere : should Vere free Billy and bring chaos or should he hang
the innocent youth and protect order? It is a remarkable presentation of the predicament
a leader eventually must find himself in , caught between natural law and civil law,
between goodness and ensuing chaos, or evil and the preservation of the society. Such a
predicament always concludes in a choice between evils. In an awesome decision Vere
sacrifices the good man for men. How many of the new youth experience Vere's
dilemma?
Youth does not often allow a problem to grow into a dilemma; it answers most of its
problems intuitively. There is a great reliance on intuition today, but it is not questioned,
as is the intellect. Morality and its ways are intuitive. When asked why she opposed the
war in Vietnam, Viveca Lindfors (a participant in the Mothers' March on Washington)
replied, " my instinct. " When asked what special virtue the young possess Donn Alan
Pennebaker, director of the Bob Dylan ftIm Don't Look Back, answered "intuition." But
how is this intuition made substantial? How is it held accountable? How is it responsible?
The extremism of Goldwater was negated in 1964, but today extremism is rampant in
the moral force of the liberal propagandists and the new youth. Midge Dector, in the
same issue of Harper 's that contained Larry King's vituperative piece on the President,
chastizes Staughton Lynd, Susan Sontag, Andrew Kopkind, Robert Brustein, and the
liberal weeklies for perverting the basis for their arguments. She writes, "At precisely a
time when the values for which this community [intellectual] believes itself to
stand ... are being most threatened from the outside, it has responded only in kind, by
threatening them further from the inside ... . An intellectual temper which has not the
patience to sort out the illegitimate from the legitimate cannot long sustain itself. "
Intellectual no longer means independence; it now means brains bobbing on the waves
of morality . The moral mob excludes the pensive independent soul, who is trying to
apply his expertise, and his doubt, to impossible situations. What is necessary today is not
the new morality, but the new thought, the independent judgment, not borne of an
enthusiastic , agreeable mob, but tested by one's recognition, and wary acceptance, of his
own inadequacy. What is necessary is a new declaration qualifying style, for style is an
illusion, often a cliche.
Today we have the phenomena of courage out of office, courage beyond
responsibility, courage bestowed upon one 's thankful provincial audience (in Minneapolis
and New York). The world subscribes to morality without complexity, pride without
difficulty , image without substance, idealism without responsibility, and courage without
cost. Such is the promise of the new morality, the perspective of the new blind.
In 1959 Warren Miller, Jr.'s A Canticle for Leibowitz was published. Miller wrote of a
time after nuclear war, when a bloodletting "Simplification" began. The mobs gloried in
calling themselves "Simpletons," and they mercilessly destroyed the "smart guys,"
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teachers and scientists whom they accused of bringing the earth to its devastation. Has
modern man , stymied by imperfections and buoyed by wild attacks and promises and the
cheers of the young, begun descending to his Simplification?
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